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Rebell Classic T 
Disc Cultivator 
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With the introduction of the REBELL classic T,  provides an extremely compact 
modern disc machine for shallow to medium depth tillage work. With its simple 
design and rugged build quality insures the machine will last the test of time. with 
the now familiar double STS roller integrated into the machine along with a host of 
many other features, ensures excellent results are always achieved regardless of the 
conditions. 
With a working depth of 2-14cm the REBELL Classic T is a truly versatile machine 
capable of carrying out most of the primary/ secondary cultivations, at the minimal 
of operating costs. 
Features such as the Lockpin system, sealed non grease bearings, and strong leaf 
spring disc elements, means the machine will provide a long working life at minimal 
expense. 



520MM Double STS Roller 
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Indispensable Features 

Using the familiar Double STS roller insures not 
only are you going to get the most level 
consolidated finish possible, but also, long working 
life with minimal wear. The U shaped profile of the  
ring which fills with soil ensures soil to soil contact 
keeping the roller turning in all conditions. 

Stable Discs 

Mounted on individual springs are the 510mm 
toothed disc, ensure penetration even in the 
hardest of conditions, with spacing of 130mm 
ensures all the ground is worked even if working 
shallow to get a chit. The Disc are bolted on to the 
springs and using triple sealed and grease free 
double row tapered roller bearings, means 
maintenance time is kept to a minimum, 
maximizing working time in the field .

Simple Depth Adjustment 

Using the front depth wheels with marked 
adjustable turnbuckles and the rear roller arms 
adjustment plates, means depth control is kept 
simple and is quick to change.

As an option the machine can also be specified 
with Kockerlings Easy Shift depth control 
making it full hydraulically adjustable from the 
cab. 

Low Maintenence 

All pivot points on the machine use the 
Lockpin system extending the machines 
working life by up to 30%. with the Hot 
drawn welded box section means quality of 
the highest standard maximizing the 
machines working life. and standing up to 
the constant vibrations involved in the 
cultivating process. 



Rebell classic T
Technical Data 

IMPORTANT Mounting Technology „LockPin“
At every major pivot and fastening points a Lockpin is used 
The Principle 
An axle replaces conventional pins, on the tapered end of the axle a quality 
cone is inserted. by means of a screw the sleeves and axles are locked in the 
frame.

 Advantages Lockpin ensures a firm connection at pivot points 
No deformation of slots 
No wear and tear on machine 
Attachment is fixed on both sides 
30% increase in machine life 

5,00 m 6,00 m   8,00 m

42 50 62 

510 mm  510 mm 510 mm

130 mm 130 mm 130 mm 

16° 16° 16°

16° 16° 16°

5.060 kg 5.410 kg 6.300 kg

380/55-17 380/55-17 380/55-17

500/50-17 500/50-17 500/50-17 

Working Width 

Number Of Discs 

Disc Diameter 

Disc Spacing 

Disc Angle 

Leaf Spring Angle 

Machine Weight 

Depth Wheel Size 

Transport Wheel SIZE 

Max Transport Speed 40 km/h 40 km/h 40 km/h
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Levelboard 

Machine comes with an adjustable 
levelboard that sits in front of the roller 
with the sweeps fitting in between the first 
set of rings, this spreads the soil and trash 
out evenly meaning the roller can leave the 
best finish possible. as well as being the 
first stage of the leveling process. 

Adjustable Following Harrow 

The machine can be equipped with a 
13mm following harrow tine, which helps 
to spread out trash evenly, across the 
working width. The aggressiveness can be 
adjusted to the desired finish that the 
operator wants. with the harrow fully 
down leaves a very level finish ideal for 
seedbed preparation, or lifted fully will 
leave a finish that is more ridgy allowing 
for good weathering of the soil. 
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